The Long Weekend, 1897-1919: Part of a Life

By Wilfred R. Bion

Karnac Books. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Long Weekend, 1897-1919: Part of a Life, Wilfred R. Bion, The Long Week-End is a reminiscence of the first twenty-one years of Wilfred Bion's life: eight years of childhood in India, ten years at public school in England, and three years in the army. INDIA: 'Intense light; intense black; nothing between; no twilight. Harsh sun and silence; black night and violent noise. Frogs croaking, birds hammering tin boxes, stroking bells, shrieking, yelling, raring, coughing, bawling, mocking.' I loved India. The blazing, intolerable sun - how wonderful it was! The mid-day silence, the great trees with leaves hanging motionless in the breathless air. 'SCHOOL: 'alone in the playground of the Preparatory School in England where I kissed my mother a dry-eyed goodbye, I could see above the hedge which separated me from her and the road, which was the boundary of the wide world itself, her hat go bobbing up and down like some curiously wrought millinery cake carried on the wave of green hedge. And then it was gone.' I learned to treasure that blessed hour when I could get into bed, pull the bed clothes over my head and weep. As my powers...
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Reviews

Without doubt, this is the very best job by any article writer. It typically does not cost too much. You are going to like just how the blogger write this pdf.
-- Jazmyn Beier II

This book can be worth a read through, and far better than other. It can be written in easy phrases instead of confusing. You will not really feel monotony at any moment of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning if you check with me).
-- Wilber Altenwerth
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1. **All My Fault: The True Story of a Sadistic Father and a Little Girl Left Destroyed**
   - by Audrey Delaney
   - Ebury Publishing, Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, All My Fault: The True Story of a Sadistic Father and a Little Girl Left Destroyed, Audrey Delaney, 'I could see what he was doing to the other girls because he had been doing...

2. **The Right Kind of Pride: A Chronicle of Character, Caregiving and Community**
   - by Christopher Cudworth
   - Right Kind of Pride, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. After 20 years of marriage author Christopher Cudworth and his wife Linda faced a future changed by...

3. **DK Readers L1: Jobs People Do: A Day in the Life of a Firefighter**
   - by Linda Hayward
   - DK Publishing. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, DK Readers L1: Jobs People Do: A Day in the Life of a Firefighter, Linda Hayward, DK Publishing, This Level 1 book is appropriate for children who are just beginning to read....

4. **DK Readers L1: Jobs People Do: A Day in the Life of a Teacher**
   - by Linda Hayward

5. **The Red Leather Diary: Reclaiming a Life Through the Pages of a Lost Journal (P.S.)**
   - by Harper Perennial
   - PAPERBACK. Book Condition: New. 0061256781 Never Read-12+ year old Paperback book with dust jacket-may have light shelf or handling wear-has a price sticker or price written inside front or back cover-publishers mark-Good Copy- I ship FAST with FREE tracking!! *...

   - by Grove Pr.
   - Hardcover. Book Condition: New. 0802116590 Never Read-12+ year old Hardcover book with dust jacket-may have light shelf or handling wear-has a price sticker or price written inside front or back cover-publishers mark-Good Copy- I ship FAST with FREE tracking!! *...